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3S5PH ?Ejpsometimes happened in American history, increase proposed would add no less than $387,-
would be fatal to the unity of action that is 000,000 a year to the cost to the consumers, German consul in England, who pious y said 
so necessary for the enactment of measures for besides seriously disturbing the financial ar- he could not accept it, but the consul gave 
the prosecution of the war. No other Presi- rangements of the Allies respecting the supply him the name of a person in Germany who, he 
dent has put himself so much in direct contact of foodstuffs. He therefore vetoed the bill, said, might be interested in such things. Act- 
with Congress, or with Congressional leaders, accompanying his veto with reasons why the ing on the hint, the lad opened correspondence 

Mr. Wilson, Setting aside inconvenient pre- farmers of the country should be content with with the official in Germany, gave the inform- 
cedents, he has personally addressed the re- the price already established. ation and was well paid for it. The British
presentatives of the people, and he has called probab]y in both the cases referred^ the authorities discovered what was gomg on, and 
their leaders, irrespect,ve of parties, into con- f c ress were forced by local pres- jested thelad Inquiry disposed the «te ■
sultation on the big issues of the time. He has ^ from interestcd quarters. The checks estm8 fact that all the information he had sold 
had his reward in the very cordial support jm the President wiU be regarded by to the Germans for a good price was taken
of Congress in nearly all the measures that he ^ al Wic as a wise exercise of the from a published volume relating to the navy,
has proposed or approved. Occasionally, how- ^ ftnd as a further evidence of the which was °Pen t0 anybody who cared to turn
ever, he has found himself out of harmony with state’smanship of President Wilson.
Congress and in such cases he has not hesitated 
to promptly exercise his veto power. Re
cently he has on two occasions vetoed the ac
tion of Congress in matters of considerable im-
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This was probably a fair sample of a large 
amount of information supplied to the German 
authorities, who were gullible enough to re
ceive and pay for it. It is quite within reason 
to believe that somebody in England prepared 
a list of names under the circumstances stated,
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The 47,000portance.
The United States Government, as a war 

measure, took over the control of the railroads 
of the country, a step that has met with gen- 
cral approval, although it has involved a 
heavy cost to the national treasury. Economic 
considerations which in ordinary times would 
have much weight have to be set aside in 
war time. The cost is not to be counted 
so carefully ; the only question is, can the war- 
work of the nation be best done in the way

ROBABLY the most extraordinary fea- founding the whole thing on falsehood, and 
ture of the extraordinary libel trial that presented it to the German officials as in- 

\ately took place in London—the suit of th° formation of importance ; and that the Ger- 
dancing girl, Maude Allan, against Noel P. mans paid handsomely for it and then pub- 
Billing, an apparently crazy member of Par- lished it as a confidential volume to be used 
liament—was that which related to a certain by them whenever the war began, 
book, said to be in the possession of the Ger- 

authorities, containing the names of 47,-
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The Germans no doubt had, in the course of 
their long years of preparation for war, filled 
their Berlin pigeon-holes with alleged informa
tion respecting the affairs of the British Em
pire. Some of it perhaps was correct and use
ful. Much of it, we may be sure, was rubbish, 
and this may have included the book of-the 
47,000. But the things of real importance, the 
character and spirit of the British people in 
the United Kingdom and in the Overseas Do
minions, these the Kaiser, his Ministers, Ambas
sadors, and agents were quite incapable of un
derstanding. On these things they had only 
information which, as they discovered later, 
was unreliable and worthless.

man
proposed? In the case of the larger and more 000 persons in Great Britain who had in one 
important lines the value of their possession way or another so compromise emse ves
to the Government in the promotion of war that, under threats of exposure, they could be

made to act as German agents in any way re- 
A retired military officer, Capt.

a witness for the defence,

11organization is unquestioned. In such cases 
nobody is proposing the cessation of Govern- quired. 
ment control. But in the general movement Spencer, who was

local testified that a copy of the book had been 
shown to him in England by two men of pro-
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lines that may not be of the same importance.
The Government had the power to abandon minence, now dead. He further testified that 
public control and return the roads to cor- he had been on the staff of the German Prince 
poration management in any cases in which, af- William of Wied, who for a time was the ruler 
ter due enquiry, it was found that their pos- of Albania, and that the Prince also had the 
session by the Government was not necessary book. The names of eminent persons in Eng- 
for the war service. Enquiry had been made land were mentioned as being found in the 
and there was a strong probability that a num- hook as the names of parties who could be 
lier of such lines would be dropped from the trolled in the manner suggested.
Government’s programme. This was not an Englishmen named by Capt. Spencer being 
agreeable prospect" in all quarters. Government dead, there were no means of investigating the 
management may easily be more popular than part of the story that introduced their
corporation management, especially in the case . . , , ,• ., * , C” ’. ,,, , . The story was received with much disbelief ^of unproductive branch lines. We are having J . . , , m. . W■ „ ,, . • n , , „ Q by the British public. This disbelief is Osome experience of that in Canada, where a J „ T . . „
number of such lines arc being absorbed into strengthened by a Berlin report, said to be official sources, that the Imperial Government
the system of Government railways. A résolu- ^om official sources, that Capt. Spencer never had denouneed-that-is the diplomatic word 
ion, originating in the United States Senate had any place on the staff of the German for the purpose-thc commercial treaties eon-

Prince in Albania. taining what is known as the “most favored
nation” clause. The announcement was gen
erally accepted as authoritative on both sides 
of the ocean, and many articles were written 
in the press concerning the importance of the 
move. The “most favored nation” clause had 
often been the subject of attack by a class 
of writers on trade questions, and the seem-
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The Commercial Treaties 1
■ Inames.

EVERAL weeks ago an announcement it
came over the cable, apparently from ¥
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and concurred in by the House of Representa
tives, declared that the Government should not 
exercise the discriminating power given in the book jg thus not 0f a character to command re- 
existing law, but should treat all the railways spectj it is not at an improbable that the Ger- 
alike, holding on to the smaller lines as well 
as to the larger ones. This resolution Presi-

While the evidence produced respecting the
i:'V.jrt'

had, amongst their preparations for war, 
supplied themselves with such a book. It is 
just the sort of thing that might be expected 
from the campaign long carried on by the Ger-

agents abroad. There is no doubt that for ingly official statement that the treaties eon- 
years German visitors to England, abus- taining the provision were to come to an end

mans

dent Wilson has vetoed. He has assured all 
concerned that short lines which are useful 
feeders of the main lines, and in that way of 
public value in the general handling of the 
traffic, will be retained ; but, he has declined 
to oblige the Government to hold and operate 
the very many lines built by manufacturing or 
other corporations for their own convenience.
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ing the hospitality extended to them, had been was received by these with much joy, A few 
playing the part of spies, and that the German dayS agy a question on the subject was asked 
authorities gladly received and gave credit to 
all sorts of information thus furnished to Ber-

in the British House of Commons, whereupon 
Mr. Balfour, the Foreign Secretary, quietly re- i

The second veto of the President to which jjn Knowing the voracious appetite of the Ger-
we have referred was in relation to the price man foreign office for information respecting plied “the commercial treaties have not been
of wheat. The existing fixed price is $2.20 per c0nditi0ns in the various parts of the British denounced.”
bushel. In enacting a bill for the making of Empire, these spies, whether regularly employ-
appropriations for the agricultural service Con- ed by tbe German Government or acting as
gress inserted a clause raising the official price voiuntary agents, would send to Berlin any
of wheat to $2.40 per bushel, a provision that giUy story that might be heard or could be in-
would no doubt have been very popular am- vented- Germany doubtless received and paid ti°n which the more responsible statesmen have
ong the farmers of the wheat growing States. for yagt amount 0f information which, where to repudiate. There is something to be said
But at a time when the cry about the high 
cost of living was heard everywhere such an 
increase would have been regarded as a con
siderable addition to the heavy burden of the English towns was arrested on a charge of sup- the argument in favor of it is much the strong.

The President estimated that the plying naval information to the German Gov- er.

It looks like a ease .of some of the less im
portant members of the Government under
taking to declare a policy for the administra

it was not pure fiction, was really worthless, at times in favor of the abolition of the “most ■
favored nation” provision, but in many cases ■ . 1 
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